
CMU 15-251 Fall 2018

Homework 3
Writing session on Wednesday September 26

1. (SOLO) Fix the alphabet Σ = {0, 1}. Show that the languages below are undecidable. You
can use the fact that HALTS,ACCEPTS,EMPTY, and EQ are undecidable.

(a) A = {〈M〉 : M is a TM and there exists at least two distinct inputs x and y
such that M(x) and M(y) loop forever}

(b) B = {〈M〉 : M is a TM with L(M) = K}, where K = {w : |w| = 15251
252}

(c) C = {〈M,a〉 : a is a tape alphabet symbol such that TM M writes a on the tape
for at least one input}

(d) D = {〈M1,M2, x〉 : the path of TM M1 on string x is the same as
the path of TM M2 on string x},

where path is defined as follows. Given a Turing Machine M and an input x, the path of
M on x is the function P : N→ N where P (t) is the position of the tape head at time t
in the computation of M on x. If M(x) halts at some time T , we define P (t) = P (T )
for all t > T .

2. (GROUP)

(a) Turing wants to play the following game on his computerTM. The computer memory is
unbounded and there is no time limit for finishing the game. The game board is the set
of points in the plane with integer coordinates and time moves in discrete integer steps.
There is a hidden stealth aircraft piloted by Church. Turing does not know (!) Church’s
location, his speed or his direction of motion. The speed and direction of motion do
not change throughout the game. The speed is a natural number and the direction of
motion is either “up”, “down”, “left” or “right”.

For example, Church could start at (2, 3), have speed 7, and move right. Then at step 0
he is at (2, 3), at step 1 he is at (9, 3), at step 2 he is at (16, 3), and so on. At every step,
Turing gets to zap a point: he enters the coordinates and if Church is at that point,
at that time step, Turing will destroy Church. Of course, there is no point zapping a
position before Church gets there or after he leaves. Give a (deterministic) strategy or
scheme for Turing so that he is guaranteed to get Church at some finite stage.

(b) Let M be any Turing machine. Recall that L(M) denotes the set of all words that M
accepts. If L is such that L = L(M) for some Turing machine M (not necessarily a
decider), then we’ll say that L is acceptable. Show that if L is acceptable, then so is L∗.
Something to consider: does this question have anything to do with part (a)?

3. (GROUP) Alan Turing was busy using his Turing machines to solve some hard problems
when it ran out of tape. As he was in a hurry, he decided to use some cheap toilet paper as a
substitute for the tape. Each square on the toilet paper was supposed to represent a cell of
the tape. Unfortunately, things didn’t quite work out. Each square on the toilet paper was
rather flimsy so we could only write to it once, otherwise it would rip apart. You may assume
that the input already appears on the toilet paper so it can be rewritten (once). Is it true
that every decidable language can be decided by a TPTM (toilet paper Turing machine)?
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If your answer is “no”, then describe an explicit decidable language and prove that it cannot
be decided by TPTMs. If your answer is “yes”, then show how one can simulate a normal
decider TM with a TPTM. A detailed proof of correctness is not required.

4. (OPEN) Let L ⊆ Σ∗ be a language. We say that two strings x and y are separable (with
respect to L) if there is some z ∈ Σ∗ such that exactly one of the words xz and yz is in L. We
say that a set of words F is an interesting set for L if every pair of words in F is separable.1

(a) Show that A = {0n1n : n ∈ N} ⊆ {0, 1}∗ and B = {a2n : n ∈ N} ⊆ {a}∗ have infinite
interesting sets. Show that every interesting set of C = {0n1m : n,m ∈ N} is finite.

(b) Show that L is a regular language if and only if every interesting set for L is finite. (Note
that this, combined with part (a), allows us to reprove that A and B above are irregular,
and C is regular.)
Hint: Form an equivalence relation over Σ∗ where two strings are related if they are
not separable. Observe that if every interesting set for L is finite, then there is a finite
number of equivalence classes.

5. Register Machines (PROG - SOLO)

So far we’ve mostly looked at computational problems where the input is a string and the
output is yes/no. Here we’ll look at computational problems where the input is a natural
number and the output is a natural number. (This is not too big of a difference.)

We say that a function f : N → N is computable if there is an algorithm with the following
property: for every input x ∈ N, the algorithm halts and outputs f(x).2

Given any subset L ⊆ N, we say it is decidable if the function f : N→ {0, 1} defined by

f(x) =

{
1 if x ∈ L,

0 if x 6∈ L

is computable. (This is just the usual definition, except the domain is N, not Σ∗.)

We now introduce a new, very simple model of computation, called register machines (RMs).
Register machines have natural number inputs and natural number outputs. By writing some
programs in this language, you will build up to the fact that any computable function (in the
sense described above) can be computed by a register machine. Since it’s also easy to see that
register machines can be simulated by Turing Machines, it follows that register machines are
“Turing-Complete”!

A register machine looks like a program in a very restricted programming language. Here’s
an example of a very simple RM with 4 instructions (numbered 1, 2, 3, 4):

1 : inc 1 2

2 : dec 2 3 4

3 : inc 1 4

4 : halt

1Note that the separating z for different pairs may be different.
2Formally, one should model this with Turing Machines; i.e., specify an encoding for natural numbers by strings,

and specify the exact convention for how Turing Machines output strings. However, we hope by now that you are
somewhat convinced of the Church–Turing Thesis. Therefore we will simply discuss “algorithms”.
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In general, an RM works with a fixed finite number of “registers”, called R1, . . . , Rn (for some
n ∈ N+). Each register can hold a nonnegative integer. Initially, R1 contains the “input”,
and all other registers are set to 0, unless specified otherwise in the specification of a task.
(Occasionally we think of the RM as getting several inputs, in which case they are placed in
the lowest-numbered registers.) The machine can execute instructions of the following three
types:

(a) inc i j : Increment the number in register Ri by 1 and jump to instruction j. We call
j a jump-reference.

(b) dec i j f : If the number in Ri is nonzero, decrement it by 1 and jump to instruction j.
If the number is 0, leave it be and jump to instruction f . Here, j, f are jump-references.

(c) halt : Stop execution.

Here are some more example RMs, along with a description of what they do:

1 : dec 1 2 3

2 : inc 2 1

3 : halt

The above RM moves the input number from R1 to R2, then halts.

1 : dec 1 2 6

2 : dec 1 3 6

3 : dec 1 4 6

4 : dec 1 6 5

5 : inc 2 6

6 : halt

The above two-input RM increments the number in R2 if and only if R1 started out as 3.
(Kind of a silly program.)

Below is an example of an invalid RM:

1 : inc 1 4

2 : halt

This RM is invalid because of an invalid jump-reference in instruction 1. If an RM has k
instructions, they are always labeled 1, 2, . . . , k, and all jump-references must be from this
range.

Now, some details about how to run these programs on your computer.

For each of the following tasks, you will write an RM program in a separate file. Use
tar -xvf rmprogramming-handout.tar to unpack our tar handout. It will unpack as a
directory called rmprogramming-handout. We’ve included one file for each task (with the
correct name, a .reg extension, containing a single halt instruction) under the directory
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code. For each task, please pay attention to which registers are specified for inputs and
outputs!

When you’re done writing your code, run make handin in the main directory, which will
create a tarball called rmhandin.tar in the main directory. You can turn this in through
Diderot.

Here are some tips about the tasks and our RM interpreter :

• As the tasks get more complicated, it becomes painful to program using just inc, dec
and halt. To alleviate this, our interpreter supports four macros that you can use in
your programs — copy, add, triple and divthree. Each task specifies which macros
you can use in that task. The idea is that you will implement the macros in the earlier
tasks and then use them for free in the later tasks. Please refer to the appendix at
the end of the writeup for a list of macro specifications. Keep in mind that the
macros may behave slightly different from your implementations of the macros in the
corresponding tasks.

• You can also write comments by beginning a line with #. Inline comments are not
allowed; comments have to be on their own lines.

• You will be able to run your code using our RM interpreter at /afs/cs.cmu.edu/

academic/class/15251-f18/rmprogramming/rmi.pyc (by logging onto any Andrew
Unix machine). This is a Python bytecode file.

• If you want a convenient shortcut (assuming your shell is bash), add the following
function to your ~/.bashrc file :

function runrm(){

python /afs/cs.cmu.edu/academic/class/15251-f18/rmprogramming/rmi.pyc $@

}

Don’t forget to type source ~/.bashrc to load the .bashrc after adding this!

• You can run RM programs with commands like the follwing :

runrm -p <path-to-your-.reg-file> -i <space-separated-list-of-input-numbers>

-m <space-separated-list-of-macros-to-use> -t

The long versions of the flags -p, -i, -m, -t are --program, --input, --macros, --trace
respectively (you can run runrm --help to see the specifications for each of these flags).
For example, you could run your program for task 6 by running

runrm -p code/turing.reg -i 54321 12345

-m add copy triple divthree -t

The inputs to your RM will be placed in R1, R2, R3 and so on.

• You can use the --trace flag (or -t for short) to tell the interpreter to print out the
computation trace.

• You can use the --basethree flag (or -b for short) to tell the interpreter to print out
the numbers in the registers in base 3. This might be useful for the last task.

On to the tasks!

Task 1 Copying
File: copy.reg
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Specification: ( x, y, 0, · · · ) 7→ ( x, x, 0, · · · )
Available macros: No macros

The input is a single number is R1. Write an RM program that will copy this number to R2

(the final value in R1 should be the same as its initial value). Note that you need to overwrite
the original number in the target register.

Task 2 Addition
File: add.reg
Specification: ( x, y, 0, 0, · · · ) 7→ ( 0, x+ y, 0, 0, · · · )
Available macros: No macros

The input is two numbers, in R1 and R2. Write a program that places their sum in R2, leaving
R1 with a 0 in it. You may assume that all other registers contain 0 initially. From here on,
we will skip the English specification, as it should be clear from the symbolic description.

Task 3 Tripling
File: triple.reg
Specification: ( x, 0, 0, 0, · · · ) 7→ ( 3x, 0, 0, 0, · · · )
Available macros: No macros

Task 4 Division by 3, with remainder
File: divthree.reg
Specification: ( x, 0, 0, 0, · · · ) 7→ ( bx/3c, x mod 3, 0, 0, · · · )
Available macros: copy, add

Task 5 Multiplication
File: multiply.reg
Specification: ( x, y, 0, 0, · · · ) 7→ ( x, y, x · y, 0, · · · )
Available macros: add, copy, triple, divthree

You may assume that R3 (the target register) contains 0 initially.

Your last task will give some illustration of how RMs can simulate TMs. Before we get to
the last task, some more comments.

Imagine any TM with input alphabet {1, 2} and tape alphabet {t, 1, 2}. Now at any time
step of the TM’s operation, it is in a certain configuration; this is a technical term meaning
the combination of the tape contents, the head position, and the state. Let’s ignore the state
for a moment and only consider the tape contents and the head position; they might look like
this:

· · · ttttt2t221221
↑
2t2ttttt · · ·

We would like to encode the tape contents and head position with a pair of natural numbers.
Here’s how we’ll do it: First, take all the symbols to the left of the head, up until the infinitely
many blanks. Call this string u; in the above example u = 2t22122. Note that u = ε is pos-
sible. Next, treating t = 0, interpret u as the base-3 representation of an integer, and call
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that x. (If u = ε then say x = 0.) In the above example, x = 20221223 = 169110. Next, take
all the symbols to the right of the head, including the one the head is on, up until the infinitely
many blanks. Call this string v; in the above example, v = 12t2. (Again, v = ε is possible.)
Again treating t = 0, interpret vR (the reverse of v) as the base-3 representation of an inte-
ger, and call that y. In the above example, y = 20213 = 6110. That’s it; together, the pair
(x, y) encode the tape contents and the head position. You should convince yourself that every
pair of natural numbers corresponds to a certain tape contents + head position and vice versa.

So now you can see that if we’re trying to simulate a particular TM by an RM, we can store
the tape and head with two registers. Next, we need the RM to simulate a step of the TM.
What the RM needs to do depends on the state the TM is in. The RM can “keep track”
of the TM’s state itself just by having different parts of its program correspond to different
states of the TM. So everything boils down to showing that an RM can do one particular
TM-state’s action. So for a concrete example, let’s consider simulating the following specific
TM state:

if the head is reading a t. . . write 1 and move the head right;

if the head is reading a 1. . . write 2 and move the head left;

if the head is reading a 2. . . write t and move the head right.

Task 6 Simulating the above TM state action
File: turing.reg
Specification: ( x, y, 0, 0, · · · ) 7→ ( x′, y′, 0, 0, 0, · · · )
Available macros: add, copy, divthree, triple

Here the input (x, y) encodes the tape contents and head position of the TM. The required
output (x′, y′) is the encoding of the new tape contents and head position after doing the
above TM state action once.

Note: Even though this whole problem is SOLO, we allow you to discuss general ideas for
Task 6 with your group. However every person should write all their code completely by them-
selves.

Appendix: Macro specifications

• copy a b j : copies Ra to Rb (overwriting the original contents of Rb), and jumps to
instruction j. If a = b, no registers are affected.

• add a b j : adds the number in Ra to the number in Rb (zeroing out the original
contents of Ra), and jumps to instruction j. If a = b, no registers are affected.

• triple a j : triples the number in Ra in place, and jumps to instruction j.

• divthree a r j : Places Ra mod 3 in Rr, changes Ra to bRa/3c, and then jumps to
instruction j. If a = r, no registers are affected.

6. (OPEN, optional) Register Machines Bonus

If you want a challenge, here are some fun problems for register machines. Extra credit will be
awarded in the form of spiritual growth, not points. =) Feel free to collaborate with anyone.
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Task 7 Counting cleverly
File: twofiftyone.reg
Specification: ( 0, 0, 0, · · · ) 7→ ( 251, 0, 0, · · · )
Available macros: No macros

Write an RM program that starts with all zeroes in all registers, and puts the number 251 in
R1. Try to do this by making your program as small as possible. We did this with an 18-line
program (but we didn’t try very hard, and this can probably be improved). In any case, your
program should not have more than 20 lines of code (excluding comments and
blank lines).

Task 8 High-performance computing
File: hpc.reg
Specification: ( 0, 0, 0, · · · ) 7→ ( as large a number as you can, 0, 0, · · · )
Available macros: No macros

This task is quite similar to the previous task, but now we want to flip the requirement.
Write a program with at most 15 instructions, that takes in all zeroes, and puts
a large number in R1 (make this number as large as you can).

Task 9 Computing in New York City
File: nyc.reg
Specification: ( x, y, 0 ) 7→ ( xy, 0, 0 )
Available macros: No macros

Same as task 5, except you may not use more than 3 registers (including R1 and R2, the two
registers that initially contain the input numbers).
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